Michelle J. Howe
Awakening Speaker

WORKSHOPS
Emotional Empowerment
Learn how to manage energy and
emotional dynamics that impact our
life. Content is adjusted for specific
audiences. This topic is most
appropriate for membership
organizations, businesses and
conferences.

Michelle J. Howe

Energetic Sensitivity

She’s the founder and president of Empath Evolution.

Gain deeper insight, awareness and
wisdom to navigate beyond negativity
coming from personal, interpersonal
and social dynamics. This topic is most
appropriate for holistic events, wellness
centers and spiritual communities.

A powerful channel of high-vibrational, healing energies,
Michelle serves today as an Awakening Speaker, Evolutionary
Guide and Master Healer. She loves being a perpetual student
of life, holds many healing certifications and, graduated from
the Orin & DaBen Awakening Light Body Program.

Custom Training
Sharing a unique blend of awakening
concepts and practices for personal
and professional development. This
training is most appropriate for groups,
teams and organizations. Examples
include Loving Your Life, Expansive
Leadership, etc...

CONTACT

–The Wise Empath–

Michelle awakens and guides heart-centered individuals,
teams and organizations on the Path to Joyful Expansion. Her
programs and expertise focus on awakening our sense of inner
connection for renewed vitality and empowerment.

TESTIMONIALS
“ What you are bringing to the general western cultural/ industrial complex society mirrors so much of these other global
wisdom traditions. Hope you can do a series for the National
Wellness Institute, what a grand idea to keep the
energy moving… thanks.”
M. Mullen, Certified Wellness Practitioner (CWP), Alaska
“ Michelle helped me develop the confidence and trust in myself
that I needed to fully embrace my Awakening. Her warmth and
compassion help to trigger self healing and her knowledge and
experience are invaluable tools. Thank you Michelle for being
a ‘hand up’ though this experience! “

315.676.7460
INFO@EMPATHEVOLUTION.COM
WWW.EMPATHEVOLUTION.COM

R. Ranke, Spiritual Healer, Medium & Channel, New York

